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ABSTRACT 

Interspecific mate discrimination is an important trait in separating naturally 
diverged populations, but we have little knowledge about how its variation is 
maintained and how fast the trait can respond to selection. In addition, few studies 
have investigated if mate discrimination (MD) characteristics affect other aspects 
of reproductive behaviour. To gain more insight in the evolution of mate 
discrimination, we performed artificial selection for lower interspecific MD in two 
Nasonia species. Nasonia giraulti and N. vitripennis are two recently diverged 
parasitoid wasp species that occur in sympatry in eastern North-America but are 
reproductively isolated by infection with species-specific strains of the 
endosymbiont Wolbachia. Within eight generations of selection, female 
interspecific MD of N. vitripennis decreased by 30%, resulting in a realised 
heritability of h2=0.29. Correlated responses were observed for intraspecific MD 
and for mate discrimination against males of another Nasonia species: N. longicornis. 
This suggests at least a partially similar genetic basis for intra- and interspecific 
MD. Female re-mating rate and male mating behaviour did not show correlated 
responses, indicating an independent genetic architecture of these traits from 
interspecific MD. We discuss the role of standing genetic variation for interspecific 
MD in speciation and how this trait is maintained in a young species complex for 

which speciation is yet incomplete. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A reproductive barrier that arises within a population can lead to divergence, which may 
eventually prevent gene flow between the subpopulations and result in new species (Mayr 
1963). Reproductive isolation barriers can occur before (prezygotic) and after fertilization 
(postzygotic). In turn, prezygotic isolation mechanisms can be divided into pre-mating 
barriers, such as behavioural or temporal isolation (Coyne and Orr 1998, Kondrashov and 
Shpak 1998), and post-mating barriers, for example through incompatibilities between egg 
and sperm (e.g. Shaw et al. 1994). However, depending on the time that has elapsed since 
the population divided, reproductive barriers, whether resulting from prezygotic or 
postzygotic isolation, may vary in their effectiveness in preventing gene flow. Especially in 
young species complexes, reproductive isolation is not always complete, allowing some 

level of hybridization to occur (e.g. Coyne et al. 2002, Gow et al. 2006).  

 An important behavioural prezygotic isolation mechanism is female mate 
discrimination (MD). The effect of this discriminatory behaviour can be enhanced by 
reinforcement, in which prezygotic isolation barriers are strengthened as a response to 
natural selection against unfit hybrids (Dobzhansky 1940, Servedio and Noor 2003). Coyne 
and Orr (1997) argued that prezygotic isolation is often the first reproductive barrier to 
evolve, and that differences in behaviour are among the most rapidly evolving traits with 
respect to species divergence. Nevertheless, the genetic basis of both intra- and 
interspecific MD, which are important in behavioural reproductive isolation, is not well 
known (for a review see Arbuthnott 2009 and Nanda and Singh 2012). One of the most 
important issues in the behaviour that cause prezygotic isolation, is the number of genes 
involved and their effects. Additionally, for many investigated species it is not known 
whether inter- and intraspecific MD have a similar genetic basis (Arbuthnott 2009). 
Because females could use the same cues to distinguish between males of their own species, 
as well as between heterospecific and conspecific males, one could argue that the genetic 
basis should be similar. Additionally, it is unknown whether interspecific MD against one 
species also implies discrimination against other closely related species. Such knowledge 
is important because it will reveal how easily selection can lead to divergence of MD within 

and between populations and species. 

 Initial studies on the genetic basis of intra- and interspecific MD largely relied on 
laboratory crosses between closely related species and populations, sometimes in 
combination with quantitative genetic analyses of hybrid behaviour (e.g. Kronforst et al. 
2006, Moehring et al. 2006). Additionally, artificial selection experiments in Drosophila have 
shown that it is possible to select for reduced intraspecific MD in as few as 5-8 generations 
(Piñeiro et al. 1993, Singh and Chatterjee 1988). However, very few of these studies have 
simultaneously looked at consequences of selection on other traits that are involved in the 
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mating process, for instance intraspecific MD. These so-called correlated responses are of 
great importance, as genetic correlations can largely determine the evolutionary dynamics 
of a trait (Boake 1991), hence studying these correlated responses is vital to understanding 
how traits co-evolve during the speciation process. If inter- and intraspecific MD share 
genetic components, females with high interspecific MD might also show a stronger 
choosiness in intraspecific matings. As females often use similar cues from the male, for 
both within- and between species mate choice, a similar genetic basis of intra- and 
interspecific mate preference can be expected and is indeed observed in some studies 
(Izquierdo et al. 1992, Laturney and Moehring 2012, Moehring et al. 2004, Moehring et al. 
2006), although Arbuthnott and Crespi (2009) conclude that this shared genetic basis is 
often not found. The genetic linkage between intra- and interspecific MD has been studied 
earlier using artificial selection experiments in Drosophila. For instance, selection for lower 
intraspecific MD in D. melanogaster resulted in a decreased interspecific MD against D. 
simulans (Piñeiro et al. 1993), and, inversely, selection for decreased interspecific MD 
caused higher receptivity for intraspecific males (Izquierdo et al. 1992). The number of 
investigated species for the genetic basis of mating behaviour, however, is still limited and 

almost entirely confined to the Drosophila genus (Arbuthnott and Crespi 2009).  

 Interspecific MD is not only potentially linked to other female traits, but might also 
affects traits in the male. For instance, runaway sexual selection models usually assume 
that male sexual traits evolve as a result of female preference for those traits (Fisher 1930, 
Kirkpatrick and Ravigné 2002). These models predict that a genetic correlation is 
established between female preference and the male trait, resulting in an increase of 
fitness of male offspring, that is preferred by the female (Pomiankowski et al. 1991). This 
correlation can be generated for example through linkage disequilibrium, resulting from 
assortative mating and pleiotropy (Boake 1991). Nevertheless, few studies that have shown 
the predicted linkage disequilibrium between female choice and male trait genes (for 
reviews see Bakker and Pomiankowski 1995, Singh and Shaw 2012), and even fewer studies 
found a genetic correlation between female choice and male signals (e.g. Ritchie et al. 2005, 
Allison et al. 2008, van der Sluijs et al. 2010). Kronforst et al. (2006) mapped loci for both 
male preference and female traits that are used as mating cues and found a single QTL 
explaining variation for both female wing colour in Heliconius butterflies and male 
preference for that trait. In the Hawaiian cricket Laupala, Wiley et al. (2010) found that 4 
out of 5 QTL for male song where linked to QTL for female preference for song. More 
recently, McNiven and Moehring (2013) identified in Drosophila simulans and D. mauritiana 
two genomic regions associated with both female interspecific MD and the male trait that 
is being discriminated against. These studies suggests that, at least in some insect species, 
genetic linkage exists between the female and male trait loci, potentially allowing for faster 

runaway sexual selection.  
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 The hymenopteran genus Nasonia (Hymenoptera: Pteromalidae) has been used 
extensively for studies on female interspecific MD (e.g. Bordenstein et al. 2000, Beukeboom 
and van den Assem 2001, Velthuis et al. 2005, Giesbers et al. 2013). Nasonia is a genus of 
wasps that parasitize dipteran pupae (Whiting, 1967). It consists of four species, N. 
vitripennis, N. giraulti, N. longicornis, and N. oneida. N. vitripennis diverged from its sister 
species approximately 1.0 mya (Campbell et al. 1993), while N. giraulti and N. longicornis 
diverged approximately 0.5 mya (Raychoudhury et al. 2010b), and N. oneida split from N. 
giraulti about 0.4 mya (Raychoudhury et al. 2010a). N. vitripennis is a cosmopolitan species 
that occurs in sympatry with N. giraulti and N. oneida in eastern North America and with N. 
longicornis in western North America. In these areas of range overlap, hybrid matings may 
occur frequently because the species exploit the same host patches and sometimes occupy 
the same fly host (Darling and Werren 1990, Grillenberger et al. 2009b). However, there is 
strong postzygotic reproductive isolation between the species owing to infection with 
species-specific strains of Wolbachia bacteria that cause cytoplasmic incompatibility and 
hybrid breakdown (Breeuwer and Werren, 1990, 1995, Bordenstein et al. 2000). As these 
hybrids are inviable, interspecific mating results in a very strong fitness reduction, 
suggesting strong selection for the evolution of prezygotic isolation barriers to prevent 
interspecific mating in this relatively young species complex.  

 Differences in female discriminatory behaviour may play an important role in 
preventing interspecific matings in Nasonia, as the differences in male courtship behaviour 
between the four species are not sufficient to prevent interspecific mating completely (van 
den Assem and Werren 1994, Bordenstein et al. 2000, Beukeboom and van den Assem 2001, 
Giesbers et al. 2013). Females discriminate against males from other species using species-
specific cues such as male mating behaviour, pheromones and cuticular hydrocarbons 
(Steiner et al. 2006, Ruther et al. 2007, Niehuis et al. 2013, Buellesbach et al. 2014). N. 
vitripennis females show high interspecific MD against N. giraulti males (e.g. Giesbers et al. 
2013), but natural populations of N. vitripennis do show some variation in the strength of 
mate choice, indicating that pre-mating prezygotic isolation between N. vitripennis and N. 

giraulti is not complete.  

 The genetics of male reproductive behaviour in Nasonia has received some attention 
(Beukeboom and van den Assem 2001, Peire 2007), but the genetic architecture of female 
mating behaviour has not been studied to any extent (except Velthuis et al. 2005). We used 
a source population of N. vitripennis with high interspecific MD against N. giraulti males to 
select for lower interspecific MD, to measure the response to selection and gain an 
understanding of the genetics of the trait. We used the resulting selection lines to 
determine whether interspecific MD in Nasonia is specific towards males of the focal species 
(N. giraulti), or whether it also extends to other heterospecific males (N. longicornis). 
Furthermore, we tested for correlated responses of two other female reproductive 
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behaviours to see if they are genetically linked to interspecific MD: courtship duration in 
intraspecific matings, and the frequency of re-mating behaviour. Finally, we tested 
whether selection for lowered interspecific MD also resulted in changes in male courtship, 
to test for a genetic correlation between female discriminatory behaviour and male 

behavioural traits as predicted by sexual selection theory. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

EXPERIMENTAL STRAINS AND CULTURE CONDITIONS 

For the artificial selection experiment on interspecific MD, the genetically variable HVRx 
laboratory population of N. vitripennis was used (van de Zande et al. 2013). This population, 
which carries Wolbachia, was established in 2008 by mixing five field lines collected from 
the Hoge Veluwe (The Netherlands) in 2001. It is maintained at large population size and 
under a specific breeding protocol to maintain genetic diversity at an effective population 
size (Ne) of 236. For the mating trials, tester males were used from Wolbachia-free laboratory 
strains of N. giraulti (strain RV2x), N. vitripennis (AsymC) and N. longicornis (IV7). Wasps were 
cultured using Calliphora spp. fly pupae as hosts in a 25oC incubator, with a 16:8 h light-dark 
cycle and 45% relative humidity. Under these conditions, the generation time is 
approximately 14 days for N. vitripennis, and 16 days for N. giraulti and N. longicornis.  

MATING TRIALS  

Female interspecific MD was tested in standard no-choice mating trials (e.g. Beukeboom 
and van den Assem 2001). Because of the haplodiploid reproductive system, Nasonia, virgin 
females produce an all-male haploid progeny. Virgin females were collected from the host 
puparium two days before emergence. Groups of ten female pupae were placed in plastic 
culture tubes (height 60mm , diameter 10mm) for eclosion. One day after eclosion, virgin 
females of all test species were provided with hosts to produce males for the mating trials. 
All individuals used in the mating trials were virgin and between one and two days old, at 
which Nasonia is reproductively mature (van den Assem et al. 1980). They were used in one 

mating trial only, to prevent effects of multiple testing on mating behaviour. 

Prior to the mating trials, males were individually placed into culture tubes, and after 
approximately one hour, the test female was introduced and the couple was observed 
continuously for 10 minutes, or until the end of the post-copulatory behaviour (van den 
Assem et al. 1981). After a Nasonia male mounts a female and initiates courtship display, the 
female signals receptivity by lowering her antennae and opening her genital orifice (van 
den Assem et al. 1981). The trial was scored negative for MD if a female displayed 
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receptivity within 10 minutes, and positive when a female did not signal receptivity and 
subsequently prohibited copulation. In addition, latency time and courtship duration were 
scored. If no mounting occurred within 10 minutes of observation, the couple was not 
included in further analysis, as mounting is induced by the males and without mounting 
there is no courtship and thus MD cannot be observed. Observations were performed in a 

25oC climate chamber, similar to the culture conditions.  

ARTIFICIAL SELECTION  

Artificial selection for lower interspecific MD of N. vitripennis females against N. giraulti 
males was performed for eight generations in two replicate lines that where started 
separately from the HVRx source population.. Each generation, female MD was scored for 
approximately 90 females per selection line. In simultaneously maintained control lines, 
female MD was scored in generation 1, 5 and 8. Both replicate selection lines were started 
with nine mated females obtained randomly from the HVRx laboratory population (see 
Figure 3.1 for a schematic drawing). Each female was placed individually in a culture tube 
and provided with two hosts for parasitization. After 12 days, 13 virgin daughters of each 
foundress were collected to form a ‘sibship’. Ten tester females from each of the nine 
sibships were observed in the mating trials with N. giraulti tester males and MD was scored 
for each of these 90 mating trials. Because female MD is a binary trait, it was calculated by 
the number of discriminating females among the 10 females tested per sibship. The three 
sibships that showed the lowest proportion of MD against N. giraulti males were interbred, 
using the three remaining (non-tester) virgin females, to yield nine mating pairs for 
breeding the next generation. These procedures were repeated for seven more 
generations. Control lines underwent the same mating and culturing regime as the selected 
lines, but the three sibships to found the next generation were randomly chosen each 
generation. Three females from each control sibship were mated with a randomly chosen 

male of each control sibship.  

After eight generations of selection, selection was relaxed for five generations to see if the 
additive genetic variation for high interspecific MD against N. giraulti males had been 
depleted. The relaxation was initiated by separately setting up the selected and control 
lines as mass cultures (starting with 45 females on 50 hosts) from five randomly chosen 
daughters of each of the nine foundresses. Mass cultures were maintained by transferring 
approximately 45 females onto 50 hosts into a new tube for five generations. For each of 
the five consecutive generations of relaxation, nine mated females were randomly 
collected from the mass cultures to act as foundresses for the mate discrimination test. MD 
of their daughters was observed in the same manner as during the selection experiment.  
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Figure 3.1 Schematic overview of the selection regime. The basis for each line in the artificial 
selection experiment are nine mated N. vitripennis females (foundresses) originating from the HVRx 
outbred laboratory population. They are provided with hosts, and ten of their virgin daughters (part 
of the nine sibships) are scored for mate discrimination against N. giraulti males. The three sibships 
displaying the lowest interspecific mate discrimination (MD) are interbred by making nine mating 
pairs. The nine mated females of these pairs will form the nine foundresses for the next generation. 
The process is repeated for eight generations (see text for more details). This procedure is performed 
for selection replicates A and B separately. For the control lines, three sibships were chosen randomly 
each generation. IMD was only scored every 4 generations in the control lines. Sample sizes are 
shown beneath each bar between parentheses. 

INHERITANCE OF MATE DISCRIMINATION 

To determine if interspecific MD is a dominant or recessive trait, crosses were made 
between individuals from control and selected lines in generation 10 of the selection 
experiment, following two generations of random mating within each sibship. Reciprocal 
crosses were made between the two replicate selection lines, as well as between the control 
and selection line of each replicate. An interspecific MD mating test was performed for the 
selected and control lines to confirm that the trait values had not changed. F1 female 
offspring were collected as virgins and individually observed in a mating trial with a N. 

giraulti male, as described above. 

MEASUREMENTS OF CORRELATED RESPONSES 

Interspecific: To determine if decreased interspecific MD against N. giraulti males also 
resulted in a lower MD against another Nasonia species, females from the selected and 
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control lines were tested for MD against N. longicornis males. Selected and control females 
were collected after 8 generations of selection, and were confronted with N. longicornis 

males in the standard mating trial set-up.  

Intraspecific: It was tested whether selection for lower interspecific MD in N. vitripennis also 
resulted in lower intraspecific MD (low female choice) towards N. vitripennis males from a 
different strain, the standard laboratory line AsymC (Werren et al. 2010). This line was 
chosen, as it has very little genetic variation and therefore makes a better control than the 
genetically variable HVRx line. Intraspecific MD was scored by measuring the courtship 
duration rather than the frequency of rejection, as N. vitripennis males are almost always 
accepted by N. vitripennis females (e.g. Giesbers et al. 2013), although at varying speed. 
Courtship duration is defined as the time from the start of male courtship display until 
copulation, and is a reliable measure of the speed at which a female accepts a male (van 
den Assem and Werren 1994). To determine if selection on female behaviour resulted in a 
correlated response in behaviour of males, males from the selected and control lines were 
observed in no-choice mating experiments with N. vitripennis females from the AsymC line. 
Courtship duration required to induce female receptivity was scored as a measurement of 
male courtship behaviour. Control and selected lines were also scored for female re-mating 
behaviour. Although single matings are the rule in Nasonia in nature, females of strains 
kept in the laboratory for prolonged periods of time show reduced resistance to multiple 
matings (Burton-Chellew et al. 2007a, van den Assem and Jachmann 1999). Tested females 
were paired with a N. vitripennis male (strain AsymC) and observed until copulation. After 
post-copulatory behaviour, the male was removed from the vial, and the female was fed 
sugar water to keep her alive. After 24 h, each mated female was observed for another ten 
minutes with a new N. vitripennis male. Re-mating was scored if the female became 
receptive again and copulation took place. Finally, to test if artificial selection had resulted 
in changes in male attractiveness, mating trials were set up between males and females of 
the two replicate selected lines (A with B and vice versa), and with males and females of 
each selected replicate line with females and males of the control line. For these mating 
trials courtship duration was observed as a measurement for acceptance, since this is an 
intraspecific cross for N. vitripennis.  

DATA ANALYSIS 

Realized heritability was calculated as h2=R/S, following Falconer and Mackay (1996), in 
which the response to selection (R) is the average difference in interspecific MD between 
the parental generation and their offspring, and the strength of selection (S) is the average 
difference between the parental generation and the individuals selected for the next 
generation. Cumulative values of R and S were fitted in a linear regression. Mating 
behaviour data were analysed using generalized linear models with treatment (selected or 
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control) fitted as a fixed effect, and replicate as a random effect. A binomial error structure 
was used for models with interspecific MD as a response variable and a Gaussian error 
structure was used for the analysis of courtship duration. The statistical significance of 
each factor was tested by comparing models, which either included or excluded the focal 

variable, using likelihood ratios tests (LRT) based on a χ2 distribution. All statistical 
analyses were performed using R software (version 2.14.1; R Development Core Team, 
2011). Statistical results are provided in Table 1 to 7. Sample sizes are provided in the 

figures. 

RESULTS 

ARTIFICIAL SELECTION 

Eight generations of selection in N. vitripennis females for lower interspecific MD against N. 
giraulti males, resulted in a significant reduction of interspecific MD for both replicates 
(Figure 3.2, Table 3.1). In the two selected lines, interspecific MD was reduced from an 
average of 80% to 50%, whereas in control lines interspecific MD remained high at 80% or 
above. The realized heritability of interspecific MD in the selection experiment was h2=0.29 
(P=0.038, df=7) for replicate A, and h2=0.28 (P=0.003, df=7) for replicate B, which is not 

significantly different between the two replicates (Table 1; heritability).  

SELECTION RELAXATION  

After eight generations of selection, selection was relaxed for five generations to test if the 
interspecific MD response was stable (Figure 3.2, Table 3.2). During the relaxation period 
no systematic change occurred in either replicate of the selected and control lines as 
indicated by a lack of significant statistical effect of generation. Thus, after five generations 
of relaxation, at generation 14 from the start of the experiment, the selected lines of both 
replicates still showed a lower interspecific MD than the control lines, indicating that the 

response to selection had stabilized after selection. 
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Figure 3.2 Results of artificial selection for reduced interspecific mate discrimination. Mate 
discrimination of N. vitripennis females against N. giraulti males in percentage, measured during eight 
generations of selection followed by within-line random mating. Error bars display standard errors. 

Table 3.1 Statistical results from generalized linear models for 8 generations of artificial selection 
for lower interspecific mate discrimination against N. giraulti males. P values in bold are significant. 
C = control line, S = selected line. A = Replicate A, B = Replicate B. NG = N. giraulti. Non-capital letters 
on the left of the table correspond to the text in the results section. LRT values result from χ 2 test 
model comparisons, using a binomial error family. For heritability, a normal distribution was used, 
values of scaled deviance are marked by an asterisk. For the multiple comparisons, z-values are 
provided. 

Scored:  

interspecific MD against NG 
Comparing Models compared n df LRT / Sc. Dev p-value 

Replicate A All variables Generation * Treatment vs null 921 1 28.22 <<0.0001 

Generation 4, replicate A C vs S Treatment vs null 157 1 29.24 <<0.0001 

Generation 8, replicate A C vs S Treatment vs null 159 1 56.30 <<0.0001 

 

Replicate B 

 

All variables 

 

Generation * Treatment vs null 

 

920 

 

1 

 

4.72 

 

0.0298 

Generation 4, replicate B C vs S Treatment vs null 170 1 12.38 0.0004 

Generation 8, replicate B C vs S Treatment vs null 159 1 32.71 <<0.0001 

 

Heritability  

 

A vs B 

 

Replicate vs null 

 

16 

 

1 

 

0.64* 

 

0.42 
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Table 3.2 Statistical results from generalized linear models for a relaxation period of 6 generations 
after selection for lower interspecific mate discrimination against N. giraulti males. P values in bold 
are significant. C = control line, S = selected line. A = Replicate A, B = Replicate B. NG = N. giraulti. Non-
capital letters on the left of the table correspond to the text in the results section. LRT values result 
from χ 2 test model comparisons, using a binomial error family. For the multiple comparisons, z-
values are provided. 

Scored:  

Interspecific MD against NG 
Comparing Models compared n df LRT p-value 

Generation 8-14, replicate A All variables Generation + Treatment vs Treatment 550 1 2.76 0.0968 

Generation 8-14, replicate A C vs S Treatment vs null 550 2 70.22 <<0.0001 

Generation 14, replicate A C vs S Treatment vs null 111 1 12.96 0.0003 

       

Generation 8-14, replicate B All variables Generation + Treatment vs Treatment 536 1 0.32 0.5730 

Generation 8-14, replicate B C vs S Treatment vs null 536 2 78.61 <<0.0001 

Generation 14, replicate B C vs S Treatment vs null 110 1 15.12 0.0001 

 

CORRELATED RESPONSES  

Before relaxation, individuals from generation 9 were scored for correlated responses to 
selection for decreased interspecific MD (Figure 3.3, Table 3.3). Discrimination against N. 
longicornis was significantly lower in both selected lines compared to the control line of 
replicate B (Table 3, SB vs CB; SA vs CB) and the HVRx base population (SA vs Base; SB vs Base). 
There was no significant difference between the control line and selected lines of replicate 
A (SA vs CA). This is probably caused by the control line of replicate A showing a decreased 
interspecific MD against N. longicornis, which is significantly different from the control line 
of replicate B and the base population (CA vs CB; CA vs Base). This could be the result of drift 
in the control line of replicate A. The results of one of the two comparisons shows that 
selection for reduced female interspecific MD in N. vitripennis against N. giraulti males also 

results in reduced interspecific MD against N. longicornis males. 

 

Figure 3.3 Correlated responses, of selection on 
interspecific mate discrimination, on mate 
discrimination against N. longicornis males. Mean 
percentage of mate discrimination is measured in 
generation nine after selection. Error bars display 
standard errors. Statistically significant differences 
(P<0.05, multiple comparison GLM, binomial) are 
indicated by non-capital letters. Numbers in 
parentheses beneath each bar show sample sizes. 
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Table 3.3 Statistical results from generalized linear models for correlated responses after selection 
for lowered interspecific mate discrimination against N. giraulti males. Correlated trait tested: 
interspecific MD against N. longicornis males. P values in bold are significant. C = control line, S = 
selected line. A = Replicate A, B = Replicate B. NL = N. longicornis, Base = base population of HVRx. LRT 
values result from χ 2 test model comparisons, using a binomial error family. For the multiple 
comparisons, z-values are provided. 

  

 All lines were also tested for female acceptance of N. vitripennis males of the AsymC 
laboratory strain by comparing courtship durations (Figure 3.4, Table 3.4). Both of the lines 
selected for lower interspecific MD against N. giraulti showed a faster acceptance of 
conspecific males, compared to the control line of replicate B (table 4, SB vs CB; SA vs CB) and 
the base population (SA vs Base; SB vs Base). A similar effect is seen when comparing to the 
control line of replicate A, as was found for interspecific MD against N. longicornis. There is 
no significant difference between the control line and selected line of replicate A (SA vs CA), 
but a significant decrease in courtship duration in the control line of replicate A when 
compared to the control line of replicate B and the base population (CA vs CB; CA vs Base). 
The results of one of the two comparisons shows that selection for reduced female 
interspecific MD in N. vitripennis against N. giraulti males also results in a faster acceptance 
of conspecific males.  

 Re-mating rates were scored in females from generation 9 (Figure 3.5, Table 3.5). 
Females from the selected line of replicate A re-mated less frequently than individuals 
from the control of replicate A (SA vs CA). In replicate B, the result was reversed with 
females from the selection line showing higher re-mating rates (SB vs CB). For comparison, 
females from the HVRx base population were also scored for re-mating. Their re-mating 
was significantly lower than of females from the control line of replicate A (CA vs Base), but 

did not differ significantly from females of control line B (CB vs Base). Hence, the results of  

Scored Comparing Models compared n df LRT / z-value p-value 

Interspecific MD against NL C vs S Treatment + replicate vs null 314 4 67.00 <<0.0001 

Multiple comparisons SA vs CB Treatment vs null 136 1 6.10 <0.0001 

 SA vs Base Treatment vs null 127 1 5.10 <0.0001 

 SA vs CA Treatment vs null 133 1 1.72 0.4244 

 SA vs SB Treatment vs null 128 1 1.04 0.8368 

 CA vs CB Treatment vs null 129 1 4.68 <0.0001 

 CA vs Base Treatment vs null 120 1 3.61 <0.0001 

 SB vs CB Treatment vs null 124 1 5.10 <0.0001 

 SB vs Base Treatment vs null 115 1 4.08 0.0004 

 SB vs CA Treatment vs null 121 1 -0.64 0.9694 

 CB vs Base Treatment vs null 143 1 -1.09 0.8101 
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the two replicas yielded opposite results towards the effect of interspecific mate 
discrimination on re-mating behaviour and it can be concluded that there is no clear 
correlated effect between selection for decreased interspecific MD and re-mating 
frequency.  

 To quantify changes in male behaviour in the selected lines, males from the selected 
and control lines were paired with females from the N. vitripennis laboratory strain AsymC. 
No difference was found in courtship duration between the selected and control lines of 
both replicates (GLM: n=336, df=3, St.Dev=5.50, P=0.1383). Selection for reduced female 
interspecific MD did therefore not result in a change in male behaviour; the acceptance of 
males from selected lines was comparable to that of the control lines, suggesting that there 
is no genetic correlation between female interspecific MD and male courtship, at least by 

our measure of male courtship.  

 To test whether selection had affected male and female behaviour differently in both 
selected replicates, mating trials were set up between males of selection line B and females 
of selection line A and vice versa. Courtship durations between the selected lines of replicate 

A and B were not different compared to courtship durations within both selection lines A  

Figure 3.4 Correlated responses, of selection 
on interspecific mate discrimination, on 
courtship duration with N. vitripennis males 
(intraspecific acceptance). Courtship 
duration (measured in seconds) is scored in 
generation nine after selection. Error bars 
display standard errors. Statistically 
significant differences (P<0.05, multiple 
comparison GLM, gaussian) are indicated by 
non-capital letters. Numbers in parentheses 
beneath each bar show sample sizes. 

Figure 3.5 Correlated response, of selection 
on interspecific mate discrimination, on 
intraspecific re-mating behaviour. Re-
mating is scored in generation nine after 
selection as the mean percentage of females 
that mated again 24 hours after first mating. 
Error bars display standard errors. 
Statistically significant differences (P<0.05, 
multiple comparison GLM, binomial) are 
indicated by non-capital letters. Numbers in 
parentheses beneath each bar show sample 
sizes. 
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Table 3.4 Statistical results from generalized linear models for correlated responses after selection 
for lowered interspecific mate discrimination against N. giraulti males. Correlated trait tested: 
Courtship duration (time from first mount to copulation) in intraspecific crosses. P values in bold are 
significant. C = control line, S = selected line. A = Replicate A, B = Replicate B, Base = base population 
of HVRx. For courtship duration data, a normal distribution was used, values of scaled deviance are 
marked by an asterisk. For the multiple comparisons, z-values are provided. 

Scored Comparing Models compared n df Sc. Dev / z-value p-value 

Courtship duration  C vs S Treatment + replicate vs null 308 4 74.00* <<0.0001 

Multiple comparisons SA vs CB Treatment vs null 108 1 3.87 <0.001 

 SA vs Base Treatment vs null 146 1 5.25 <0.001 

 SA vs CA Treatment vs null 133 1 1.72 0.4244 

 SA vs SB Treatment vs null 128 1 1.04 0.8368 

 CA vs SB Treatment vs null 107 1 -2.77 0.0443 

 CA vs CB Treatment vs null 110 1 3.53 0.0038 

 CA vs Base Treatment vs null 148 1 4.89 <0.001 

 SB vs CB Treatment vs null 107 1 6.25 <0.001 

 SB vs Base Treatment vs null 145 1 7.90 <0.001 

 CB vs Base Treatment vs null 148 1 0.93 0.8838 

 

Table 3.5 Statistical results from generalized linear models for correlated responses after selection 
for lowered interspecific mate discrimination against N. giraulti males. Correlated trait tested: 
Polyandry; re-mating rate in intraspecific matings. P values in bold are significant. C = control line, S 
= selected line. A = Replicate A, B = Replicate B, Base = base population of HVRx. LRT values result 
from χ 2 test model comparisons, using a binomial error family. For the multiple comparisons, z-
values are provided. 

Scored Comparing Models compared n df LRT / z-value p-value 

Re-mating C vs S Treatment + replicate vs null 380 4 95.40 <<0.0001 

Multiple comparisons SA vs CA Treatment vs null 146 1 4.95 <0.001 

 SA vs SB Treatment vs null 139 1 4.30 <0.001 

 SA vs CB Treatment vs null 145 1 -2.18 0.1680 

 SA vs Base Treatment vs null 166 1 -0.16 1.0000 

 CA vs CB Treatment vs null 147 1 -4.30 <0.001 

 CA vs Base Treatment vs null 167 1 -5.50 <0.001 

 CA vs SB Treatment vs null 140 1 -0.75 0.9400 

 SB vs CB Treatment vs null 140 1 -4.04 <0.001 

 SB vs Base Treatment vs null 161 1 -4.79 <0.001 

 CB vs Base Treatment vs null 168 1 2.14 0.1860 

or B (Figure 3.7A, Table 3.6A). In replicate A, courtship durations between individuals of the 
selected and control lines did not differ from courtship durations within the control lines 
or selected lines (Figure 3.7B, Table 3.6B). However, in replicate B, females from the 
selected line, mated to either a male from the selected line or the control line, showed 
significantly lower courtship duration (Figure 3.7C, Table 3.6C). No effect of the male is 
seen (results not shown). We conclude that courtship durations were not affected by 
selection for lower interspecific MD.  
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Table 3.6 Statistical results from generalized linear models for mating trials between individuals 
from control and selected lines. Trait tested: time from first mount until copulation (courtship 
duration). P values in bold are significant. C = control line, S = selected line. A = Replicate A, B = 
Replicate B. Capital letters on the left of the table correspond to the text in the results section. LRT 
values result from χ 2 test model comparisons, using a binomial error family. For courtship duration 
data, a normal distribution was used. For the multiple comparisons, z-values are provided. 

Scored: Courtship duration Models compared n df Dev p-value 

6A) Mating trials between AS and BS Cross type vs null 207 3 0.61 0.8931 

      

6B) Mating trials between AS and AC Cross type vs null 160 3 4.06 0.2548 

      

6C) Mating trials between BS and BC Cross type vs null 160 3 44.98 <<0.0001 

Multiple comparisons CB x CB vs CB x SB 80 1 4.16 <0.001 

 SB x CB vs CB x SB 80 1 6.49 <0.001 

 SB x SB vs CB x CB 80 1 -2.84 0.0240 

 SB x SB vs SB x CB 80 1 5.17 <0.001 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 3.6 Correlated response, of selection on 
interspecific mate discrimination, on male 
mating behaviour. Mean courtship durations (in 
seconds) are shown for mating trials of males 
from the selected and control lines with females 
of a N. vitripennis lab strain, and was measured in 
generation nine after selection. Error bars display 
standard errors. Statistically significant 
differences (P<0.05, multiple comparison GLM, 
gaussian) are indicated by non-capital letters. 
Numbers in parentheses beneath each bar show 
sample sizes. 
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Table 3.7 Statistical results from generalized linear models for F1 female offspring of crosses between 
the selected lines and between the selected and control lines. F1 females were scored for interspecific 
MD against N. giraulti to test inheritance of IMD against N. giraulti males. P values in bold are 
significant. C = control line, S = selected line. A = Replicate A, B = Replicate B, NG = N. giraulti. Capital 
letters on the left of the table correspond to the text in the results section. LRT values result from χ 2 
test model comparisons, using a binomial error family. For the multiple comparisons, z-values are 
provided. 

Scored: Interspecific MD against NG Models compared n df LRT / z-value p-value 

7A) F1 Female offspring of crosses within replicate A  Cross vs null 163 3 9.35 0.025 

Multiple comparisons SA x SA vs CA x SA 72 1 -2.54 0.0532 

 SA x SA vs CA x CA 82 1 -2.65 0.0400 

 SA x SA vs SA x CA 68 1 2.40 0.0761 

 CA x CA vs CA s SA 85 1 -0.01 1.0000 

 CA x CA vs SA x CA 91 1 -0.10 0.9997 

 SA x CA vs CA x SA 80 1 -0.10 0.9996 

      

7B) F1 Female offspring of crosses within replicate B Cross vs null 141 3 16.25 0.0010 

Multiple comparisons SB x SB vs CB x CB 72 1 -3.62 0.0018 

 SB x SB vs CB x SB 61 1 -1.68 0.3343 

 SB x SB vs SB x CB 70 1 1.36 0.5225 

 CB x CB vs CB x SB 71 1 2.08 0.1569 

 CB x CB vs SB x CB 80 1 -2.59 0.0465 

 SB x CB vs CB x SB 69 1 -0.44 0.9715 

      

7C) F1 female offspring of crosses between selected 

lines of replicate A and B  
Cross vs null 302 3 0.65 0.8858 
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Figure 3.7 Correlated response, of selection on interspecific mate discrimination, on male courtship 
duration. Mating trials between selected and control lines (male x female). A) Matings between 
selected lines of both replicates. B) Matings between selected and control line of replicate A. C) 
Matings between selected and control line of replicate B. CA=control replicate A, SA=selected replicate 
A, CB=control replicate B, SB=selected replicate B. Error bars display standard errors. Statistically 
significant differences (P<0.05, multiple comparison GLM, gaussian) are indicated by non-capital 
letters. Numbers in parentheses beneath each bar show sample sizes. 
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Figure 3.8 Inheritance of interspecific mate discrimination. IMD of N. vitripennis females against N. 
giraulti males, measured in F1 offspring of crosses between the selected and control lines of 
generation 10. A) Replicate A, B) Replicate B. C) F1 offspring of cross between both selected lines A 
and B. Pure lines serve as control. Error bars display standard errors. Statistically significant 
differences (P<0.05, multiple comparison GLM, gaussian) are indicated by non-capital letters. 
Numbers in parentheses beneath each bar show sample sizes. 
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INHERITANCE OF INTERSPECIFIC MATE DISCRIMINATION 

To test for the mode of inheritance of the selected trait, F1 females of crosses between the 
two selected as well as between the selected and control lines were scored for interspecific 
MD against N. giraulti males in generation 10. For replicate A (Figure 3.8A, Table 3.7A), 
female offspring of the cross between the selected and control line show a significantly 
higher interspecific MD than females from the selected line (SA x Sa vs CA x SA and SA x Sa vs 
SA x CA), but do not differ from the control line (SA x Sa vs CA x CA). In replicate B (Figure 3.8B, 
Table 3.7B), the pattern seems to be reversed, with the offspring of the crosses between 
control and selected line showing a significantly lower interspecific MD than the control 
females in one direction (CB x CB vs SB x CB) but not the other (CB x CB vs CB x SB), and are not 
significantly different from females from the selected line (CB x CB vs SB x SB). As the pattern 
of inheritance appears inversed between both replicates no unambiguous conclusions can 

be drawn about the inheritance of the interspecific MD trait. 

No significant difference in interspecific MD is found between female F1 offspring of the 
reciprocal crosses between selection lines A and B (Figure 3.8C, Table 3.7C). These females 
also do not differ in their behaviour when compared to the females of the pure selected 
lines. This indicates that selection has acted uniformly on the genetic variation in both 

replicates.  

DISCUSSION  

Artificial selection for lowered interspecific MD, against N. giraulti males by N. vitripennis 
females, was effective within a few generations. Interspecific MD decreased from 80% to 
50%, a response of approximately 30% and the response to selection levelled off when 
interspecific MD approached 50%. A possible reason for a lack of further decrease in 
interspecific MD is that selection had depleted all additive genetic variation within the line. 
This conclusion is further corroborated by the observation that relaxation of the selection 
pressure at the end of the experiment did not lead to a change in interspecific MD 

behaviour in subsequent generations.  

 Our selection experiment showed that interspecific MD has a genetic basis and can be 
altered by selection within a few generations. This fast response to selection suggests that 
there is substantial genetic variation for this trait in N. vitripennis. This is in line with 
previous studies in Drosophila, which showed that both intra- and interspecific MD can be 
selected for within 5-8 generations (Piñeiro et al. 1993, Singh and Chatterjee 1988). We were 
not able to make any conclusions about the dominance of the trait, as crosses between the 
selected and control lines showed inconsistent results, but the fast response to selection 
suggests that the trait is dominant. It may be that different loci have been subject to 
selection in the two replicates. Replicate A appears to have loci acting mostly recessively, 
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while in replicate B loci seem to act additively. Additionally, as there is no strong 
directional effect in the crosses (no differences between reciprocals), loci appear not to be 
sex-linked (in terms of gene expression given haplodiploidy) or cytoplasmic. The 
contrasting results from replicates A and B could be due to chance effects (genetic drift), 
given the limited number of females transferred each generation of selection, which makes 
selection on standing genetic variation a random process. Alternatively, it could be the 
result of strong environmental effects. 

 Our results further showed that interspecific MD has a low to moderate heritability, as 
is typical for behavioural traits (Mousseau and Roff 1987). The trait appeared to be sensitive 
to environmental conditions, as a large variation was seen in interspecific MD between 
generations of the same treatment and replicate, despite the fact that the experimental 
conditions and age of the individuals were kept as constant as possible. Large 
environmental effects on mating behaviour have also been found in several other studies 

(e.g. Díaz-Fleischer and Arredondo 2011, Dev et al. 2013).  

CORRELATED RESPONSES 

The selected and control lines were tested for correlated responses in other mating 
behaviour traits. The selected N. vitripennis lines with a decreased interspecific MD against 
N. giraulti males, also showed a significantly reduced interspecific MD against N. longicornis 
males. This suggests that interspecific MD in N. vitripennis is a “general” discriminatory trait 
with a similar genetic basis for discrimination against males of other Nasonia species. 
Ruther et al. (2007) have shown that N. vitripennis, N. giraulti and N. longicornis produce the 
sex pheromone (4R,5S)-5-hydroxy-4-decanolide (RS-HDL) in large amounts in an 
abdominal gland. This pheromone is used to attract females. Only in N. vitripennis males an 
additional sex pheromone is produced, RR-HDL (Niehuis et al. 2013, Ruther et al. 2007). It is 
likely that N. vitripennis females use this species-specific pheromone as a cue for 
interspecific MD. Niehuis et al. (2013) have shown that it is possible to genetically 
manipulate N. giraulti males to also produce this specific pheromone component (Niehuis 
et al. 2013). N. vitripennis females show a preference for males that carry this component, 
irrespective of species. This suggests that N. vitripennis females have a pheromone receptor 
that can discriminate between interspecific pheromone compositions, but are otherwise 
not able to distinguish between different heterospecific males. Alternatively, the decrease 
in interspecific MD against N. longicornis could result from an overall increase in female 
acceptance. This is supported by the observation that females of the selected lines have 
shorter courtship durations and accept males of their own species faster than the control 
lines. The receptivity threshold may be lowered in response to selection for reduced 

interspecific MD, through either mating pheromones or male courtship behaviour.  
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 Izquierdo et al. (1992) showed that selection for increased hybridization (thus lower 
interspecific MD) between Drosophila melanogaster females and D. simulans males resulted in 
higher intraspecific acceptance for those females. This correlated response acts in both 
directions, as Piñeiro et al. (1993) showed that selecting for higher intraspecific mate 
acceptance in D. melanogaster resulted in higher hybridization rates with D. simulans, 
whereas selection for lower acceptance led to lower hybridization. Our finding that 
selection for decreased interspecific MD also leads to faster intraspecific mating is 
consistent with these results, and suggests that there is strong genetic correlation between 
these two traits in N. vitripennis. This means that processes leading to the evolution of 
interspecific MD can also influence intraspecific mate acceptance. Hence, selection for an 
decrease in prezygotic reproductive isolation may lead to a decrease in the strength of 

(intraspecific) sexual selection.  

 Runaway sexual selection models predict that there is genetic linkage between female 
preference and the preferred male trait (Pomiankowski et al. 1991). Our results, however, 
indicate that this correlation is not present in Nasonia, as the males from the selected lines 
did neither show any differences in acceptance by N. vitripennis females nor in their mating 
behaviour, at least not in the traits that we measured. Although the absence of this genetic 
correlation has been reported from several other systems (e.g. Zouros 1981, Gould et al. 
2010, Allison et al. 2008), it has also been argued that there is a detection bias towards not 
finding this linkage (see Singh and Shaw 2012 for further discussion). The reason for this is 
that it is often easier to conclude that there is no common genetic basis between traits, for 
example when loci map to different chromosomes or when genetic correlations do not hold 
after experimental crosses. Additional studies are required in Nasonia to draw firm 
conclusions about the genetic link between female preference and the preferred male trait, 
for example by performing QTL analyses of both male traits and female preference and by 

targeted selection experiments.  

 Female re-mating rate was not effected by selection in replicate A, but females of 
selected line B did show a significant increase in re-mating behaviour when compared to 
its control. These contrasting results for both replicates suggest that the difference in re-
mating between the selected and control lines is caused by random drift. A low number of 
selected individuals per generation increases the effects of drift. Our experimental set-up 
allowed the maximal attainable number of 9 selected females per generation, which might 
be too low to disregard chances of drift. In addition, drift may have disturbed the co-
selection process between the two traits, but our results do not allow us to make any 
inferences about that, or about a common genetic architecture between MD and re-mating. 
Drift is also the likely cause of the divergent behaviour seen in the control line of replicate 
A, which was significantly different in both intraspecific MD against N. longicornis and in 

courtship duration with conspecific males. 
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 In Drosophila re-mating behaviour is well-studied (e.g. Singh and Singh 2004, Price et al. 
2011), and the trait has been successfully selected in both directions (Sgrò et al. 1998, Singh 
and Singh 2001). When scoring the correlated response to selection for increased and 
decreased time to re-mating, no effect was seen for faster intraspecific mating (Sgrò et al. 
1998). In Drosophila, this is explained by the fact that receptivity in virgin females is under 
developmental control (Manning 1966, 1967), while the receptivity of mated females is 
controlled by external factors, such as the amount of sperm stored (Letsinger and Gromko 
1985) or male seminal fluid components (Chen et al. 1988). In Nasonia, so far, we have no 
evidence for effects of male seminal fluids or the amount of received sperm on female re-
mating behaviour. However, there is a strong effect of the male species of the first partner; 
females mated with a heterospecific male have a stronger tendency to re-mate than 

females mated with a conspecific male (Geuverink et al. 2009).  

 Taken together, our data suggest that a (partially) similar genetic architecture 
underlies female intra- and interspecific MD in N. vitripennis. This is evidenced by two 
observations: 1) decreasing interspecific MD results in faster intraspecific acceptance, and, 
2) lowering interspecific MD against N. giraulti also leads to lowered interspecific MD 
against N. longicornis. This finding suggests that relatively small changes in the genetic 
make-up of a population can result in appreciable prezygotic isolation and, ultimately, 
speciation. Additionally, a genetic correlation between intra- and interspecific mate 
discrimination could have large effect on the speed of the evolution of prezygotic isolation 

and/or sexual selection.  
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